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BACKGROUND
During 2005 – 2010 Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine with the
support of NGOs created three institutions important for public control
over the activity of police and its compliance to the international
standards in the sphere of human rights. Among such institutions
were:
• Mobile groups on monitoring of special facilities of the Ministry
of Internal Affairs (temporary detention centers, rooms for
delivered, reception centers for children) as a prototype of the
national preventive mechanism against tortures (since 2004);
• Civil council on human rights observance under the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and its regional departments (since 2005);
• Department for monitoring of human rights observance in the
activity of law enforcement authorities (UMDPL) (since 2008).
UMDPL was a unique unit for Ukraine, which from 2008 to 2010
exercised functions of a police ombudsman.
After the Ukrainian government changed in March 2010, attitude
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the human rights observance
changed radically. One of the first decisions of the new Minister
of Internal Affairs was to disband the Department for monitoring
of human rights observance which staff were fired shortly after in
contradiction to all provisions of labor legislation.

As a response, activists of human rights organizations together with
the staff of the disbanded Department decided to form a specialized
sector of civil control over the law enforcement authorities. The main
“motor” of this process was the new Ukrainian NGO “Association of
Ukrainian monitors of human rights observance in law enforcement”
created in June 2010 by former staff members of the mentioned
Department.
It was only for the first year and a half of its existence Association
UMDPL established the work in the sphere of public control of law
enforcement officers – got the support of a wide range partner human
rights organizations, formed the list of volunteers who were trained on
the topic of monitoring the work of different police units, conducted
a series of periodic campaigns around Ukraine on police monitoring
results of which were presented to the public and submitted to the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine. Besides that, Association
develops other spheres of work concerning public control: running
public investigations of the cases of human rights violations by
law enforcement officers, making awareness raising campaigns on
cooperation of police with citizens among journalists, NGO activists,
students etc., making expert evaluation of legal documents regulating
the activity of law enforcement authorities and other in this sphere.
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As of the end of 2012 National Preventive Mechanism (NPM) against
tortures started working in Ukraine according to the “Ombudsman+”
model. It was created on the basis of the Secretariat of the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights. NPM was created
according to the ratified by Ukraine Optional Protocol to the UN
Convention against tortures and other cruel treatment. Through
making regular visits to places of detention the mechanism has to
prevent tortures of persons detained there. Within the framework
of NPM activity, Association UMDPL takes part in the preparation
of public monitors who together with other members of monitoring
groups conduct visits to places of detention subordinated to the
Ministry of internal Affairs and State Penitentiary Service as well as
coordinates the work of this monitors. Members and volunteers of
Association also always take part in such visits. Thus, the work within
the framework of the National Preventive Mechanism became one of
the priority spheres of Association UMDPL work.
Traditional became a police monitoring campaign «Police under
Control» which aims to detect existing drawbacks in the activity of
the National Police. Besides that, the Association UMDPL regularly
conducts monitoring of territorial institutions of the National Police
of Ukraine on observance of the right to access public information.
Results of conducted campaigns are discussed at press-conferences,

round tables and other events to which representatives of respective
agencies, mass media and civil activists are invited. Each year the
network of monitors expands which allows to increase effectiveness
of evaluation of police work in the regions as well as to raise the level
of public control over police activity.
A standard sphere of organization’s activity is conduction of legal
awareness raising and training events. Their aim is to increase the
level of legal education and awareness among population through
dissemination of informational and educational materials as well
as conducting educational events of different types. With this aim
workshops «You and Police», trainings «Police under Control» etc. are
held on regular basis. Besides that, Association UMDPL developed a
mobile application «Police under Control» which can be downloaded
free of charge to any smartphone to always have available at hand a
practical advice on how to behave with police in this or that situation
in life.
The Association UMDPL takes an active part in reforming police:
starting from participation in the work of attestation and police
commissions, writing analytical materials on the topic of reforming
police to regulatory activity both on the legislative and on the level
of institutional decrees.
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Within the scope of activity of a working group on reforming law
enforcement authorities of the Reanimation Package of Reforms
(RPR) which the Association UMDPL is a member of, elaborated was
a number of draft laws in the sphere of reform the law enforcement
authorities’ activity.

In particular, in 2016 a group of People’s Deputies submitted
amendments to the draft law «On Disciplinary Statute of the National
Police of Ukraine» that were elaborated with participation of experts
of the Association UMDPL.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

general assembly

As of today there are 17 Association
UMDPL Centers in Ukraine covering
most of the regions of Ukraine.
The highest management body of
the Association is an annual General
Assembly that approves financial and
general reports, choose members and
head of the Board, members of Audit
Commission and Supervisory Board.
Annual General Assembly also consider
issues concerning the organization
development strategy.
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ACTIVITY OF ORGANIZATION IN 2016 WAS CARRIED OUT WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK
OF 6 PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Openness of law enforcement system
Expert group «Police under Control»
Monitoring campaign «Police under Control»
Human Rights Behind Bars
Education
Real Stories Production: on human rights in the art language

Openness of law enforcement system
The program foresees:
• Analysis of departmental regulatory documents and provision of
recommendations to increase the level of openness;
• Improvement of legal provision;
• Monitoring and evaluation of increasing dynamics of the level and
quality of openness of law enforcement authorities’ activity;
• Informing the population on the rights to access information on
the activity of law enforcement authorities;
• Formation of public demand for information on activity of law
enforcement authorities and interest of citizens in receiving it;

• Elaboration of effective mechanisms of public control;
• Elaboration and implementation of a complex of specific effective
measures to increase the technological basis for informational
openness.

Expert group «Police under Control»
The program foresees:
• Conduction of thematic, comprehensive researches on the state of
human rights observance in activity of Ukrainian police, provision
of conclusions and proposals to interested authorities;
• Writing analytical publications for mass media and program web
site;
• preparation of comments and amendments to draft laws,
participation in working groups;
• providing comments to mass media on key events in the sphere of
police activity;
• participation and organization of thematic round-tables,
conferences, trainings etc.
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Monitoring campaign «Police under Control»
The program foresees:
• detection of existing drawbacks within the system of the Ministry
of Internal Affairs and the National police;
• introduction of new standards regarding human rights observance
in the activity of law enforcement authorities;
• systematization of conducted monitoring;
• development of the network of monitors who take part in
monitoring visits;
• raising public activity in the sphere of control over police work;
• implementation of received results;
• popularization of idea of public control over police activity.

Human rights behind bars
The program foresees:
• establishment and realization of systematic communication
with state authorities (Ministry of Justice, prosecution office)
on implementation of international and European standards of
treating prisoners as well as application of preventive measures to
prevent various forms of ill-treatment;
• conducting educational events on legal awareness of citizens and
persons kept behind bars;
• support to the activity of the NPM: facilitation of informational
exchange, particularly, using online platforms. Participation in

visits to institutions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the
Ministry of Justice with the aim to conduct public control over
observance of rights of persons kept in such institutions;
• organization and holding training events on effectiveness of visits
to institutions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry
of Justice, raising basic level of NPM monitors.

Education
The program foresees:
• elaboration and dissemination of informational and educational
materials on human rights in activity of law enforcement
authorities;
• conducting educational measures of different types;
• raising the level of legal education and awareness among
population.

Real Stories Production: про права людини
мовою мистецтва
The program foresees:
• creation of educational, documentary and animation films;
• organization of cultural events with the aim to introduce human
rights agenda to society through different forms of art.
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ACTIVITY OF THE ASSOCIATION IN NUMBERS
Association UMDPL during the year:
• conducted over 75 lectures, trainings and workshops on human
rights observance in police activity, particularly around 30 trainings
«Rules for talking with Police», 25 workshops using animated film
«You and Police», 4 trainings on preparation of civil monitors of
police activity, 2 trainings for patrol police of the city of Uzhgorod
and Mukachevo, 1 School on observance of informational rights of
a person «Open Police»;
• more than 14 round-tables, press conferences, seminars with
representatives of public authorities, during which the problems
in activity of agencies of National Police and State Penitentiary
Service were highlighted. Among them were the following: a
press conference dedicated to the presentation of results of public
monitoring «Police under Control», a panel discussion «New system
of evaluation of Ukrainian police: how to avoid «old» problems», a
discussion regarding legislative initiatives prepared by police etc.;
• published were 3 infographics on the topic: «Order of bringing to
administrative responsibility by police», «How to Appeal against
Illegal Actions of a Police Officer», «Main threats of legislative

initiatives of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the National
Police to human rights regarding the so called «presumption of
correctness» of a police officer»;
• during a year on the websites of programs and initiatives of the
Association there were more than 800 publications.
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ACTIVITY OF ASSOCIATION UMDPL DURING 2016
Development of the system of monitoring activity
of law enforcement authorities
Conducting All-Ukrainian monitoring campaigns
Association UMDPL continues conducting civil campaigns on
monitoring activity of law enforcement authorities. Their aim is to
detect strengths and weaknesses in the work of new police, draw the
attention of the public, National Police of Ukraine and the Ministry
of Internal Affairs to the problems with human rights observance by
law enforcement officers and facilitate the improvement of situation.
During five months (from May to September) continued the campaign
on monitoring police units. Observations of activists with their own
impressions and results of such inspections were published at the
website of the Association.
Monitoring of territorial departments of the National Police of
Ukraine on observance of the right to access public information
was also being conducted during a year. Apart from systematic
monitoring of official websites of the National Police of Ukraine and
its territorial units, as well as the quality of processing informational
requests, experts of the Association UMDPL in cooperation with

the Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for
Human Rights conducted visits to the Directorate Generals of the
National Police in Ivano-Frankivsk, Odessa and Chernihiv regions
and some of their territorial units. Based on the results of such visits
recommendations were prepared to eliminate detected violations
and integrate best practices with the aim of proper observance of a
right to access public information. These recommendations, which
besides specific violations contained answers to typical violations and
problems, detected by the monitoring of the Directorate Generals in
regions of Ukraine, were sent to the heads of Directorate Generals of
the National Police in respective regions as well as to the leadership
of the National Police of Ukraine.
On 19 October in Kharkiv a press-conference was organized dedicated
to the results of local police monitoring. According to evaluations of
monitors it received only 3,1 of 5 points possible.
Besides monitoring campaigns the activity of Association UMDPL
was also focused on a problem of existence of «cages» in the premises
of metropolitan police units designated to detain people, which
is a direct violation of human rights. After a series of appeals and
informational requests conducted by the activists we managed to
attain a full dismantlement of the mentioned grids.
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Organization activists’ education
2 basic trainings «Police under Control» were held last year: in the
Dnipro city (on 24-26 of June) and Ternopil city (on 29-31 of July),
as well as 2 one-day trainings in Odessa city (on 3 September) and
Kyiv city (on 14 September). Among the participants of events were
local activists, representatives of mass media and members of NGOs
interested in the work of police and ready to improve it by conducting
monitoring activity. Regional coordinators of the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights were also engaged to
participation in the trainings. After a theoretical part concluding task
of participants was to monitor patrol service and police units (duty
stations).
Besides that, on 23 April in Kyiv there was a coordination meeting of
civil monitors «Police under Control» where participants discussed
joint cooperation and further action plan in the context of how to
evaluate the level and quality of work of police units as well as to how
civil monitors can improve their skills and thus improve their work.
Organization of trainings for officers of the National Police of
Ukraine.
At the beginning of June experts of the Association UMDPL together
with the Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for
Human Rights organized a school on observance of informational
human rights in the activity of law enforcement authorities. Among

the participants of the educational process, that lasted for three days,
were 30 officers of legal units of the Departments of Patrol Police
from all Ukraine and around 10 trainers from among the experts of
the Association UMDPL and profile departments of the Secretariat of
the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights.
Monitoring visits to places of detention in the system of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs within the framework of realization
of the national preventive mechanism (NPM) according to
«Ombudsman+» model
Representatives of the Association UMDPL continue taking part
in joint visits to places of detention together with officials of the
Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human
Rights within the framework of NPM realization according to the
«Ombudsman+» model. Thanks to regional coordinators such visits
take place on a constant basis all over Ukraine.
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Focusing on a problem of public control in society
Planning activities of the Association UMDPL
Association UMDPL finished working on the Strategic Plan of its activity
for the nearest three years. It defines priority spheres of organization’s
activity, strategic milestones, values, target groups etc. It approved the
basics of the work of organization within the framework of six main
programs and initiatives, each of which has its logical and structural
approach, SWOT-analysis (threats and opportunities, strengths and
weaknesses, forecast) and realization plan.

Work of the Association UMDPL website and representation in
social networks
In 2016 the Association UMDPL launched a new website-business card
which contains references to each of the six independent programs
and initiatives within the framework of which the main work of
organization is conducted:
• «Education» (umdpl.info/knowyourrights),
• «Openness of Law Enforcement System» (police-access.info),
• «Real Stories Production» (realstoriesproduction.com),
• “Human Rights behind Bars” (umdpl.info/placesofdetention),
• Monitoring campaign “Police under Control” (umdpl.info/
policeundercontrol),
• Expert group “Police under Control” (police-experts.info).
Therefore, on umdpl.info website one can find even more useful and
topical information in the sphere of human rights observance in law
enforcement: informational rights, public control, monitoring visits
to police units, animated and documentary films on human rights,
expert analysis of key events with police in Ukraine etc.
Geography of visitors is different: besides Ukraine, human rights news
interest users from Russia, United States of America, Great Britain,
Belgium, Kyrgyzstan, Germany, Poland, Netherlands, Italy, Sudan,
Canada, France, Moldova etc.
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Description of an organization is also presented in an online
encyclopedia Wikipedia.
The Association UMDPL regularly publishes informational materials
and actively works with the audience in social network Facebook,
thanks to which users can easily find information on organization,
get engaged to its activity and find out latest news in the sphere of
human rights observance. Thematic videos covering organization’s
activity are published on Association UMDPL own Youtube channel.
At the end of the year the Association UMDPL launched a new
informational and media project – Internet almanac “Anti-dot”

(http://antydot.info), which aims to highlight problems of human
rights observance in the activity of law enforcement authorities. Its
pages collect topical news, articles that we believe to be interesting
and other materials on the work of police, court, prosecution, Security
Service of Ukraine, penitentiary and migration services as well as of
anti-corruption structures. Besides that, website will contain own
media-products.
All web-resources of the Association UMDPL are filled with topical
and useful information, comments of experts, infographics etc.
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Project of UN Volunteer Foundation in Support of Victims of
Torture
During the realization of a project of UN Volunteer Foundation
in Support of Victims of Torture, Association UMDPL continued
providing support in provision of qualified legal assistance to victims
of torture. A renowned lawyer Eugenia Zakrevska is a coordinator of
legal assistance. The project is mainly focused, first of all, on providing
assistance to persons who became victims of tortures by illegal armed
formations in the East of Ukraine and in the annexed Autonomous
Republic of Crimea.
The general number of victims who received legal assistance
during 2016 is 98 persons, among them – 15 women and 83 men.
Some cases were added as parts of the case that was submitted to the
International Criminal Court for a decision to recognize crimes against
humanity and war crimes on the territory of Ukraine. Complaints of
some victims were taken into consideration by the European Court of
Human Rights.
Work on creation of documentary films
On 7 July 2016 in Kyiv there was a presentation of a documentary
film «White Dance», made by the studio Real Stories Production with
the support of the Association UMDPL. Film shows an every day
life of sex-workers of Ukraine and problems with law enforcement
authorities combating sex-business.

Presentations followed by discussions were held also in many other
cities of Ukraine. «White dance» became a participant of such festivals
as «This is me» (Armenia), «Kinolitopys» (Kyiv), «Gogol Fest» (Kyiv).
A film received numerous feedbacks from viewers and was published
many times in mass media.
Besides that, within the program «Human Rights behind Bars»
continues the work to create a film «Life in Prison» which has
educational aim – inform a wide range of people on the activity of
penitentiary institutions, PTDCs and lives of persons kept there.
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Series of animated films «You and Police» for youth
Real Stories Production studio together with the Association UMDPL
published a 6-episode animated film for youth “You and Police”. It
covers the most widespread situations a teenager can face when
talking to police and covers 6 typical cases: “Open up! Police!”,
“Show your passport! Open up your pockets!”, “Urgently come to
an Investigator”, “You are being detained for an administrative
offence!”, “Police Violence”. All of these topics, based on their own
interesting examples, are covered by cartoon characters – a teenager
Vas-Vas and his elder sister Olenka. The film is, first of all, made for
teenagers from 14 to 16 years old, as well as for all interested who
want to increase their legal awareness in situations of talking to law
enforcement officers.

A cartoon became very popular, particularly, during trainings and
informal educational events on the topic of human rights for pupils,
teenagers and students in different regions of Ukraine.
Open seminars and lectures for different target groups
During 2016 there were around 25 workshops held with an animated
film «You and Police», participants of which became more than 970
teenagers. These are pupils, first of all high school seniors, freshmen
students of higher educational institutions, minors, kept in custody,
registered with Criminal Executive Inspection.
Educational events were held within 7 regions of Ukraine (Kharkiv,
Luhansk, Sumy, Ternopil, Zhytomir, Poltava, Dnipropetrovsk) in 12
cities.
Besides this, over 30 trainings were held on the topic «Rules of talking
to Police» for pupils, students of vocational and higher educational
institutions, summer camps for youth all over Ukraine.
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Cooperation with state authorities
Participation in transfer of convicts from the non-government
controlled areas of Donetsk region
Executive director of the Association UMDPL Mr. Vadym Pyvovarov
took part in the fourth and fifth transfer of convicts from the noncontrolled by Ukraine areas of Donbas. Convicts were held in
penitentiary colonies: Yenakievo №52, Kirov №33, Torez №28, West
№97, Donetsk № 124, Donetsk PTDC and others. The Association
UMDPL together with Real Stories Production prepared a video report
on what was happening during the fifth transfer.

Participation in the work of consultative and advisory bodies
and interdepartmental expert groups
Association UMDPL continues to cooperate with central executive
authorities, committees of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, local
authorities through participation of Association’ experts as members
of consultative and advisory bodies of respective structures. Members
of the Association UMDPL actively cooperate with the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights, particularly, they are
included to the Expert group on realization of national preventive
mechanism under the Representative of the Commissioner on NPM.
Within the framework of the signed Memorandum on Cooperation
between the Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner
for Human Rights and the Association UMDPL we continue to develop
a network of Regional Coordinators of the Commissioner on Public
Relations.
Participation in police commissions
During a year representatives of the Association UMDPL: Serhiy
Pernikoza, Eugene Krapivin and Ivan Yurchik worked in attestation
commissions in the city of Kyiv, Kyiv region and the Central
Secretariat that were created according to article 57 of the Law of
Ukraine «On National Police» with the aim to evaluate whether police
officers’ qualifications correspond to positions held by them, as well
to evaluate perspectives of their career in service (re-attestation).
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EXPERT AND ANALYTICAL ACTIVITY OF ASSOCIATION UMDPL
Publications and other analytical materials
prepared by members of Association
In 2016 Association UMDPL initiated the creation of platform of human
rights organizations – Expert group «Police under Control» which
comprehensively researches the state of human rights observance in
the activity of Ukrainian police.
During a year there were over 40 analytical publications made
containing the analysis of legislation and court practice in the sphere
of the activity of National Police and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine; operative expert comments to high-profile events connected
with police etc. Experts of the Association took part in meetings of
working groups on different issues of reforming police, a number of
amendments to draft laws concerning police activity.
During a year Association UMDPL published such materials in
the sphere of human rights observance by police and staff of the
penitentiary service:
Scientific and practical issue:
1. “Human Rights in the Activity of Ukrainian Police – 2015»;
2. “Evaluation of Effectiveness of Police Work in Ukraine: from
«batons» to a new system (on the example of pre-trial detention
authorities)»..

Practical guides:
1. “Human Rights behind Bars”;
2. “Monitoring of human rights observance in penitentiary
institutions (within the framework of NPM realization);
3. «Monitoring of Human Rights Observance in Territorial Agencies
of the National Police of Ukraine (within the framework of NPM
realization».
Practical advisors:
1. “Pocket Attorney”;
2. “10 driver’s tips”;
3. “Cooperation with police in the anti-terrorist operation zone»;
4. «Bringing to Administrative Responsibility by Police».
It is also with the aim to improve the work of law enforcement
authorities that experts of the Association prepared and submitted to
the leadership of the Ministry of Internal Affairs recommendations
upon violations detected during the monitoring campaign «Police
under Control».
Association UMDPL constantly updates mobile application «Police
under Control» - policeundercontrol.org in accordance with changes
in legislation. Anyone can download it from Google Play and iTunes
for free.
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY
Association UMDPL actively cooperates with representatives of
international organizations and institutions dealing with problems
of human rights observance (OSCE, Council of Europe, International
Organization for Migration (IOM)), United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR), Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch
and others).
Experts of the Association took an active part in conferences, working
meetings, introductory visits conducted on the international level,
particularly, in events in Belgium, Moldova, Germany, Poland. Visits
were dedicated to discussion of situation in Ukraine, i.a. regarding
violations of human rights in Crimea and in the East of Ukraine.
In October, during the OSCE Annual Human Dimension
Implementation Meeting in Warsaw, and in December in Hamburg,
during the take-over of OSCE chairmanship in 2017 from Germany
by Austria, representatives of Association took active part in the work
of a Platform «Civic Solidarity» (civicsolidarity.org) — coalition of
human rights NGOs from OSCE member states. Work of the coalition
is aimed to support and develop human rights values in the region,
to jointly work on supporting OSCE in the third (human) dimension.
Association UMDPL is a member of a working group of the Platform for

Development of Public Control over the Activity of Law Enforcement
Authorities.
During 2016 experts and volunteers of the Association UMDPL
continued taking active part in similar actions aimed to support
political prisoners kept in Russian Federation, signed more than 100
appeals to international institutions and heads of governments in
order to draw attention of international community to human rights
violations in Crimea, non-controlled areas in the East of Ukraine, in
Russia, Turkey, Syria, Northern Caucasus and Central Asia countries.
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PARTNERS AND DONORS OF THE ASSOCIATION UMDPL
Projects of Association UMDPL during a year were supported by:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Open Society Foundations - Budapest
National Endowment for Democracy (USA)
UN Volunteer Foundation in Support of Victims of Torture
UNDP Ukraine
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
MATRA Program of the Embassy of Netherlands to Ukraine
Embassy of Czech Republic to Ukraine

»» Human Rights Center “Postup”, www.postup.lg.ua
»» Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, www.helsinki.org.ua
»» Kharkiv city NGO “Kharkiv Institute of Social Researches” (KHISR),
www.khisr.kharkov.ua
»» Center for Civil Liberties (CCL), www.ccl.org.ua
»» Charity Foundation “Vostok-SOS”, www.vostok-sos.org
»» NGO Promo-Lex, Moldova, www.promolex.md

Partners in the projects of Association UMDPL during a year
were, among others, the following organizations and initiatives:

Association UMDPL is a member of the following associations
and coalitions:

»»
»»
»»
»»

»» Expert group «Police under Control», police-experts.info
»» Reanimation Package of Reforms (RPR), platforma-reform.org
»» “Civic solidarity” Platform of civic society of OSCE member states,
civicsolidarity.org
»» Crimean Field Human Rights Mission, crimeahr.org.

Expert Human Rights Center, ecpl.com.ua
Human Rights Information Center (HRIC), humanrights.org.ua
Center of Policy and Legal Reform (CPLR), www.pravo.org.ua
Ukrainian educational program “Understanding human rights”,
www.edu.helsinki.org.ua
»» Foundation of Regional Initiatives (FRI), www.fri.com.ua
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 2016
Sources of Financial Aid:
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (USA)
1. Project “Strengthening the capacity of youth in protecting and
renewal of violated rights”. Term of project realization - 01.09.2014
– 31.08.2016.
Assistance – 309194,62 UAH.
2. Project “Strengthening the capacity of youth in protecting and
renewal of violated rights”. Term of project realization - 01.09.2014
– 31.08.2016.
Assistance – 2315205 UAH
National Endowment for Democracy (NED), (USA)
1. Project “Monitoring of human rights violations in the activity of
law enforcement authorities”.
Term of project realization - 01.02.2016 – 31.01.2017
Assistance – 1026650 UAH.
UNDP “Civil society development programme”
1. Project “Promotion of the activity of the Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights at the regional level through
regional coordinators on public relations”.
Term of project realization: 30.10.2015 - 31.01.2016
Assistance – 42506 UAH.

RETURNS OF ORGANIZATION
Types of returns						Sum, UAH
Irretrievable Financial Aid					9644761,77
Voluntary donations of individuals			

0,00

Total sum								9644761,77
2. Project “Strengthening of Activity of the Secretariat of Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights through Target
Support of NGO Projects”
Term of project realization: 01.04.2015 - 31.03.2016
Assistance – 144090 UAH.
3. Project “Promotion of the activity of the Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights at the regional level through
regional coordinators on public relations”.
Term of project realization: 09.03.2016 - 15.08.2016
Assistance – 733680 UAH
4. Project “Promotion of the activity of the Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights at the regional level through
regional coordinators on public relations”.
Term of project realization: 05.10.2016 - 31.01.2017
Assistance – 683541 UAH
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5. Project “Promotion of the activity of the Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights at the regional level through
regional coordinators on public relations”.
Term of project realization: 15.01.2015 - 31.07.2015
Assistance – 68732 UAH
UN Volunteer Foundation in Support of Victims of Torture
1. Project “Legal Aid to Victims of Torture”
Term of project realization: 01.01.2016 - 31.12.2016
Assistance – 1076500 UAH
MATRA Program of the Embassy of Netherlands to Ukraine
1. Project “Raising awareness of youth about their rights when facing police”
Term of project realization: 01.06.2015 - 30.06.2016
Assistance – 219320 UAH
FOSI- Budapest (Soros Foundation)
1. Project “Strengthening of public control over law enforcement”
Term of project realization: 01.06.2015-31.05.2017
Assistance – 2519500 UAH
Embassy of Czech Republic to Ukraine
1. Project “Promotion of rights to access to information in the
context of reform of Prosecutor General’s Office”
Term of project realization: 15.06.2016-31.10.2016
Assistance – 505843,15 UAH

Expenses of organization				Sum, UAH
Labor expenses							977451,54
Audit								168230

Office Expenses

Bank expenses							26199,46
Office supplies, post						
255371,88
Rent								107505
Web-site								214230
Internet								9471,5

Equipment and Materials

Laptop								20029,08

Direct Expenses

Educational and public events, trainings			
755973,92
Translation							382450,62
Publication and distribution					401202,45
Travel								480733,91
Services of attorney and lawyer				
705094
Contractual services, experts					1652467,03
Contractual services, assistant 				
125395
Services of a manager 						592073
Contractual services, coaches					240954,43
Services of coordinators					1502626
Creation of a video film						
457635
Design								18525

Total								9093618,82
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Address: 01001, Київ-1, а/с 496
Phone number: +38 (044) 253-40-36
E-mail: umdpl.association@gmail.com
Website: umdpl.info
		

youtube.com/AssociationUMDPL

		

facebook.com/Association.UMDPL

